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Abstract
Online education is growing because of its benefits and advantages that students enjoy.
Educational technologies (e.g., learning analytics, student modelling, and intelligent
tutoring systems) bring great potential to online education. Many online courses,
particularly in self-paced online learning (SPOL), face some inherent barriers such as
learning awareness and academic intervention. These barriers can affect the academic
performance of online learners. Recently, learning analytics has been shown to have
great potential in removing these barriers. However, it is challenging to achieve the full
potential of learning analytics with the traditional online course learning design model.
Thus, focusing on SPOL, this study proposes that learning analytics should be included
in the course learning design loop to ensure data collection and pedagogical connection.
We propose a novel learning design-analytics model in which course learning design
and learning analytics can support each other to increase learning success. Based on the
proposed model, a set of online course design strategies are recommended for online
educators who wish to use learning analytics to mitigate the learning barriers in SPOL.
These strategies and technologies are inspired by Jim Greer’s work on student model-
ling. By following these recommended design strategies, a computer science course is
used as an example to show our initial practices of including learning analytics in the
course learning design loop. Finally, future work on how to develop and evaluate
learning analytics enabled learning systems is outlined.
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Introduction

Online education is growing and creating enormous learning opportunities for learners.
The vast amounts of learning-related data in online environments are significantly
empowering intelligent computing technologies to enhance learning. One such tech-
nology is learning analytics (LA). Siemens and Long (2011) defines Learning Analyt-
ics as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and
their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environ-
ments in which it occurs.”

For online education, LA brings massive potential in various dimensions — mon-
itoring, prediction, tutoring, feedback, adaptation, personalization, recommendation,
and reflection (Wong and Li 2020; Chatti et al. 2012). Since the early stages, LA has
been used to predict learning success and to identify at-risk students at the course or
program level. More recently, LA has started to include more sophisticated analysis of
learning processes, aiming for a more in-depth understanding of students’ learning
experiences at the topic or concept level (Mangaroska and Giannakos 2018). Such
deeper level analysis can provide timely, actionable, and personalized insights to
students and instructors, scale up personalized and adaptive learning, and examine
the strengths and weaknesses of online courses (Gašević et al. 2015; Jovanović et al.
2017; Mangaroska and Giannakos 2018).

One popular online educational stream is self-paced online learning (SPOL), where
students mainly employ the asynchronous and individualized study approach. In SPOL,
students can learn not only anywhere and anytime, but also at any pace and via any pathway
for their individuals’ learning needs. Students may submit assignments whenever completed
(e.g., even at the very end of a course duration). Thus, SPOL offers considerable flexibility
for learners, especially adult learners who usually have work and family commitments.

This flexibility of SPOL, however, also imposes some barriers to learning. Because
direct student-instructor interaction is not available and students learn in an individu-
alized mode, the social interaction of student-instructor and student-student is often
missing. Many students feel isolated and lack information on how they are doing
compared with their peers.

As most online courses are currently designed using a one-size-fits-all model, a
course could be too hard or too easy for different student groups. Also, many courses
are created in the way of learning materials plus summative assessment (assignments
and examinations), and students can choose to submit all the assignments towards the
very end of the course duration. Hence, students may receive very little formative
feedback during the course, despite that feedback is among the most critical influences
on student achievement (Carless and Boud 2018). Without social interaction and
formative feedback, students usually lack self-awareness of learning (e.g., how they
are doing, where the learning gaps are, what to do to improve learning). The lack of
learning awareness creates challenges for students in terms of seeking help, motivating
themselves, and regulating learning (Zimmerman 2000).

The nature of SPOL also causes some challenges to course instructors. The instruc-
tor often finds it difficult to follow students’ learning progress and monitor their
knowledge mastering. As a result, the instructor may not be able to provide in-time
and formative feedback to students, identify struggling students or detect the ineffective
learning materials in a course.
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According to Lee and Choi (2011), these inherent learning barriers are among the
factors that cause academic failures in SPOL. In general, many online courses experi-
ence high academic failure rates, usually higher than traditional face-to-face education
(Park and Choi 2009; Stone 2017). So, it is critical for educators and researchers to find
solutions that can mitigate these learning barriers. Given LA’s potential in various
dimensions (Wong and Li 2020; Chatti et al. 2012), this study has been investigating
the possibility of using LA to address the learning barrier issues in SPOL and,
therefore, to improve students’ learning success.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: second section discusses what
LA applications can help to overcome these learning barriers; third section
explains the limitation of current learning design practices for LA implementa-
tion; fourth section describes a new model and a set of course design strategies
that aim to include the LA in the course design loop; fifth section uses a case
study to illustrate how to follow the design strategies to revise a SPOL course
and implement LA applications in it.

LA Applications Used for SPOL

To remove the inherent learning barriers identified for SPOL, three critical LA appli-
cations are recommended by the study: a) increasing learning awareness, b) identifying
struggling students, and c) providing academic intervention. Other advanced applica-
tions, such as personalized learning, can be further investigated in the future based on
the first three applications.

Increasing Learning Awareness

In SPOL, students’ self-awareness of knowledge state and learning gaps can help them
to reflect on learning and seek for help. To instructors, the awareness of students’
learning status can assist them in initiating meaningful social connections with students
and offering academic interventions to struggling students.

In the learning analytics field, tools like dashboard or visualization of learning data
and concepts like open learner model or student modelling have been explored for
increasing the learning awareness (Bodily et al. 2018). For example, the LA dashboard
has been developed for social comparison, goal achievement, and learning progress
reference (Jivet et al. 2017). Social comparison with peer students can motivate
students to work harder, increase their engagement, and induce “a feeling of being
connected with and supported by their peers” (Venant et al. 2016).

Identifying Struggling Students

Just making students and instructors aware of students’ knowledge and skill state is not
enough (Jivet et al. 2017). Identifying struggling students for timely support is also
essential. In addition to predicting who could drop out or fail a course at the end, using
LA at a more fine-grained level to identify who gets stuck at a topic or concept level is
even more important. An LA predictive model, like regression (Baker and Inventado
2014), can be used for this purpose.
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Providing Academic Intervention

To help instructors provide those struggling students with effective intervention,
reasons why a student is struggling or stuck with a topic or a concept must be
examined. For example, being stuck could be caused by low levels of prior-knowledge,
insufficient learning efforts, or ineffective course materials. An LA diagnostic model,
like classification (Baker and Inventado 2014), can be adopted for such an LA
application.

The Limitation of Current Learning Design for LA Implementation

To implement LA applications, data sourcing is a fundamental step. As Khalil and
Ebner (2015) suggested, a life cycle of learning analytics includes a) data generation, b)
data tracking, c) data analysis, and d) action (e.g., prediction, intervention and person-
alization). Without data, LA can hardly do anything.

However, to the best of our knowledge, current course learning design practices
have not considered what and how data should be generated for learning analytics to
use. Course learning design is an approach of crafting learning experiences in a learning
environment where learners can achieve the expected learning outcomes. The lack of
LA consideration in current course design practices can bring some challenges to LA
implementation due to the requirements of data collection and pedagogical connection
(Greller et al. 2014; Gašević et al. 2017; Tateo 2019).

Data Collection Impact

As students learn in increasingly open and complex learning environments, learning data
are generated in unpredicted or unstructured formats and scattered in various platforms
and devices (Chatti et al. 2012; Shankar et al. 2018). According to Chatti et al. (2012), the
challenge is “how to aggregate and integrate raw data from multiple, heterogeneous
sources, often available in different formats, to create a useful educational data set that
reflects the distributed activities of the learner; thus leading to more precise and solid LA
results” (p.8). Furthermore, learning can happen without leaving any digital traces, such as
when students read textbooks offline. AsWilson et al. (2017) discovered, one limitation of
the current course design practices is that “... in many cases, we do not observe learning
online; we do not even observe students online” (p. 9).

Also, collecting a large volume of data from students’ daily life could be regarded as
an invasion of privacy (Chatti et al. 2014). There are serious and frequent concerns over
privacy protection, data security, and ethical issues about the use of students’ data
(Wang 2016).

Pedagogical Connection Impact

Another limitation of the current course design practices is the lack of connections
between learning analytics and learning theories (Mangaroska and Giannakos 2018;
Tateo 2019). Such connections can provide in-depth and practical insights (explanatory
power) for teachers to act on (Tateo 2019). While LA should be seen as an educational
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approach guided by pedagogy (Jivet et al. 2017), its implementation tends to focus
more on technical rather than pedagogical aspects (Leitner et al. 2017). This deficiency
leads to the current issue of misalignment between the information generated by
learning analytics and the needs, problems, and concerns that educators have. As cited
by Shum and Luckin (2019), “what counts can’t always be measured, and what’s
measurable doesn’t always count.”

The reason for this misalignment can also be found in the gap between data easily
captured from system logs and data that is pedagogically valuable (El Alfy et al. 2019).
Many LA systems tend to analyze those data that are easily captured but poor proxies
for learning, such as clicking data, basic online quiz scores and course grades (Gašević
et al. 2015; Tempelaar et al. 2015). For example, Jivet et al. (2017) found that the
development of many LA dashboards is primarily driven by the need to leverage the
learning data available, rather than a clear pedagogical intention to improve learning.

Calling for Data Sourcing Solutions

As learning analytics providing summative data is often insufficient to reflect a clear
picture of students’ knowledge mastering and learning process (Rogers et al. 2016),
many LA systems do not function well at a deeper level to recommend detailed and
instructive insights on how to improve students’ learning (Chatti et al. 2014). To
address this issue, more cost-effective ways of sourcing the informed learning progress
data should be explored (Wong and Li 2020).

Learning Design for Data Sourcing

In online education, learning design is a process of designing students’ learning
experience through a set of pedagogically informed learning activities that make
effective use of appropriate resources, technologies, and support (Frizell and
Hübscher 2011; Mangaroska and Giannakos 2018). Learning data, which LA is
operating on, are mainly generated from students’ interacting with the learning envi-
ronments through learning activities (Shum and Crick 2012). As Tempelaar et al.
(2013) suggested, “the prime data source for most learning analytic applications is
the data generated by learner activities, such as learner participation in continuous
formative assessments.” (p.1). Therefore, how learning activities are designed in a
course can determine whether or what learning data are generated. Since learning
activities are planned in the course learning design process, this study suggests LA
should be included in the loop of learning design so that the limitation on data
collection and pedagogical connection can be addressed.

To date, most studies have focused on how learning analytics supports learning
design by informing the creation of learning activities based on LA analysis results
(Mangaroska and Giannakos 2018). Few studies have reported on how learning design
practices facilitate the implementation of learning analytics. In practice, LA systems
usually work on whatever data is available in a course.

To fill this gap, it is crucial to investigate a systematic way of including LA in the
loop of course learning design. As Lockyer et al. (2013) pointed out, “learning designs
provide a model for intentions in a particular learning context that can be used as a
framework for the design of analytics to support faculty in their learning and teaching
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decisions” (p.4). Thus, this study will explore a new course learning design practice or
a model that can facilitate LA implementation.

The Proposed Model for Course Learning Design

Since learning activities generate learning data, this study suggests sufficient and
meaningful data-collection points are embedded in a course by designing certain
learning activities. Students in SPOL have the freedom regarding how and where they
learn as long as they complete the assignments and the examinations before finishing
the course. If students do not log in to the learning system regularly and choose to learn
offline most of the time, not much learning data will be recorded. However, if a course
embeds a series of check-point activities (e.g., quizzes, posting, reflecting) in the
system, regardless of how and where students learn, they will periodically come back
to and interact with the learning system. This way, their learning progress, study pace,
and knowledge and skill state can be consistently scanned and recorded in the learning
system. Thus, by purposefully designing check-points activities, course instructors can
pre-determine what, when, where and how learning data are generated and recorded
during a student’s learning journey. As suggested by Tateo (2019), “to address the
needs of various stakeholders, we need to plan (e.g., when designing a course) before
undertaking specific learning analytics activities.”

Yet, such check-point activities cannot be placed in a course randomly and arbi-
trarily without considering their pedagogical effects. Rather, it is necessary to follow
certain guidelines when designing such activities so that not only the necessary learning
data can be generated but also the pedagogical needs can be met.

Input Variables for LA Applications

To design these check-point activities, the data sources or input variables should be
determined first. Shum and Crick (2012) proposed a LA infrastructure, which stated
that LA systems mainly operate on two types of data: learner data and learning data.
Learner data include students’ demographics, academic background, dispositions,
learning preference, etc. Such data can be collected through surveys, self-report or
student information systems. Learning data, however, are mainly generated from
students’ interacting with the learning environments through learning activities.

As different disciplines and learning contexts usually have different pedagogical
needs, the learning data required by LA vary. This study has focused on the STEM
(science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) disciplines in SPOL in higher
formal education. Courses in STEM share some common pedagogical needs, such as
STEM-related conceptual development, inquiry-based, problem-solving, real-world
connection and using current tools and technologies (Kennedy and Odell 2014).

For STEM disciplines, this study recognizes that the following data sources are
relevant to the LA applications suggested by this study for SPOL. Therefore, they
should be considered during the course design stage.

& Academic background (SIS — Student Information System)
& Prior knowledge (Diagnostic test)
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& Learning interest (Survey or Log)
& Learning approach (Survey or Log)
& Knowledge state (Assessment)
& Attempts of formative assessment (Log)
& Time spent on the formative assessment (Log)
& Assessment Grade (Log)
& Access to learning materials recommended after the formative assessment (Log)
& Study schedule plan (LMS database)
& Study pace (Log)
& Social interactions (Log)
& Social style (Survey)
& Help-seeking frequency (Log)

Among these data sources, students’ knowledge state (or knowledge and skill profi-
ciency) is the most critical input variable for the LA applications. Most of the above
data are relatively easy to be retrieved, either from system log, database, or survey. But
estimating students’ knowledge state is a challenging task. It is also a core task of
student modelling in the field of artificial intelligence in education (AIED).

Knowledge State Estimation

Regarding the concept of student modelling for knowledge tracking, we are inspired by
Jim Greer’s work in AIED and his advocacy of using learning analytics for student
modelling in online education. Jim Greer first focused his work on student modelling
for intelligent tutoring systems (McCalla and Greer 1994). He, with Gordon McCalla,
co-directed a NATO-sponsored workshop entitled “Student Modelling: The Key to
Individualized Knowledge-Based Instruction”, which was held May 4–8 of 1991 at Ste.
Adele, Quebec, Canada. The results from this workshop are still significant today to the
research in intelligent tutoring systems or adaptive learning systems. Later, Jim Greer
advocated learning analytics as a student modelling approach in e-learning systems
(Brooks and Greer 2014, March).

A few aspects are explored in student modelling, including learner profile, knowl-
edge state, cognitive characteristics, social characteristics, motivation, affect, and
personal traits (Abyaa et al. 2019; Pelánek 2017). One primary goal of student
modelling is to estimate learners’ current knowledge state and predict their future
performance based on their past performance, such as in an assessment (Bodily et al.
2018; Pelánek 2017).

Modelling Knowledge State Research on student modelling is often grounded in
artificial intelligence techniques and methods (Bodily et al. 2018). A variety of
modelling approaches have been developed: clustering and classification (e.g., data
mining), predictive modelling, overlay modelling (e.g., graph modelling, concept
mapping), uncertainty modelling (e.g., Bayesian Networks), reinforcement learning
(e.g., the multi-armed bandit algorithms), and ontology-based modelling.

Of these approaches, predictive modelling is used to estimate students’ knowledge
proficiency through computerized assessment, including auto-graded self-assessment.
Predictive modelling uses algorithms like Item Response Theory (IRT) (Hambleton
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and Swaminathan 2013), Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) (Corbett and Anderson
1995), Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT) (Piech et al. 2015), cognitive diagnosis models
(De La Torre and Minchen 2014), and knowledge space theory (Falmagne et al. 1990).
Among the algorithms, BKT has been widely researched and applied (Bassen et al.
2018).

Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) BKT was introduced in 1995 by Corbett & Ander-
son to model students’ knowledge as a latent variable in technologically enhanced
learning environments (Corbett and Anderson 1995). In BKT, five probability param-
eters are identified for each student’s skill, as shown in Fig. 1. Decades of research on
student modelling resulted in a variety of improvements to the BKT approach
(Yudelson et al. 2013).

Some recent research also explores DKT, an application of neural networks to
predict academic performance. Although DKT has been reported to have more
predicting accuracy in some cases, BKT is a more explanatory model (Pelánek
2017). Unlike DKT, the linkage of the BKT model to learning theory provides in-
depth and practical insights (explanatory power) for teachers to act on (Bodily et al.
2018; Bergner 2017).

Hence, when balancing between the explanatory power for insights and the
predicting accuracy, BKT is a knowledge estimation option that acutely servers the
purposes of learning awareness and academic intervention.

Embedding an Adaptive Mechanism in the Assessment To better estimate students’
knowledge and skill proficiency, an adaptive mechanism using an appropriate knowl-
edge estimation algorithm can be embedded in the assessment. Adaptive assessment or
computer adaptive testing (CAT) is used to adapts to individual students’ abilities by
delivering a subsequent question based on their response to previous questions (Rezaie
and Golshan 2015). Compared with the traditional fixed-form assessment, adaptive
assessment can estimate a student’s knowledge and skill proficiency in a more accurate,
reliable, efficient, fast, and flexible way. Adaptive assessment also can promote
learning motivation by avoiding too easy or too difficult questions (Rezaie and
Golshan 2015).

Fig. 1 Parameters of each skill of a student in BKT
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Many adaptive mechanisms have been developed in the literature. Some assume that
a student’s knowledge level does not change during a test (e.g., IRT or BKT), while
some do consider knowledge change (e.g., multi-armed bandit) (Vie et al. 2017).
Which adaptive mechanism should be adopted will depend on the purposes of the
formative assessment. For example, a diagnostic test at the beginning of the course can
be used to quickly estimate students’ prior-knowledge. As such formative assessment is
usually set with a time limit, students’ knowledge will unlikely change during the test.
So, an IRT approach would be appropriate. Formative assessment can also be created in
a unit for promoting learning gain and identifying learning gaps. Usually, such
formative assessment allows students to take time checking learning materials or
synthesizing knowledge through studying the questions, hence students’ knowledge
or skill level could change during the test. In such cases, a reinforcement learning
algorithm, such as the MAB, can be a better solution.

A MAB-based algorithm allocates a fixed and limited set of resources between
competing (alternative) choices to maximize the expected gain when each choice’s
properties are only partially known at the time of allocation (Berry and Fristedt 1985;
Gittins 1989). In the context of formative assessment, such a MAB-based algorithm can
be used to dynamically allocate a certain number of questions to a variety of skills for
students to practice. The goal can be to maximize a student’s learning gain by
optimizing the sequence of these questions when each skill level of the student is
unknown or only partially known and possibly changing during the assessment
process.

The Proposed LDA Model

Based on the relationship between learning design and learning analytics in SPOL, a
model of learning design interacting with learning analytics is proposed in this study,
called Learning Design-Analytic (LDA) model. The model is suggested mainly for
STEM disciplines and illustrated in Fig. 2.

As illustrated in the model, course learning design that aims for learning success
builds learning activities, which generate the learning data. These learning data can be
used by learning analytics, which can potentially mitigate the learning barriers in
SPOL, such as learning awareness, learning tracking, academic intervention and
learning motivation. The improvement in these aspects can, in turn, promote learning
success.

Learning activities (e.g., reading, exercising, assessment) are the means for students
to achieve learning success. From the learning analytics’ perspective, learning activities
are the sources of learning data. One important type of learning activity is assessment,
including formative assessment (such as self-conducted unit test). When formative
assessment is adopted, students can use it to check their knowledge state (knowledge
and skill proficiency) during the course. With the adaptive mechanism embedded in the
formative assessment, the learning system can more efficiently and accurately estimate
students’ knowledge state at the topic level. Students’ knowledge state is a core data
source for the LA applications that aim to mitigate learning barriers in SPOL.

Another type of data source is the learner data, such as students’ academic back-
ground, learning interest, learning approach, motivation, and social style. Such data can
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be obtained from a survey on students, Student Information System, and the log of the
learning system. The survey should be considered in the course learning design stage as
well to determine the questions that can generate the genuine learner data required by
the LA applications.

The analysis results from LA can, in turn, empower the course learning design by
facilitating a data-driven approach. By analyzing students’ learning data in the log and
database, LA can detect which learning materials and activities need to improve or revise.
Therefore, certain learning data should be generated, tracked, and analyzed. These data
can be mapped out from the learning activities during the course design process.

On the right side of the LDA model flowchart (see Fig. 2 above), the nodes and
arrows delineated with dotted lines indicate they are in the scope of student knowledge
modelling. It shows that the core task of student modelling in this model is to employ
an adaptive mechanism in the formative assessment to estimate students’ knowledge
state accurately and efficiently.

Course Design Strategies for Including LA

Based on the LA applications, the LDA model and the data sources determined for
SPOL, the following course design strategies are recommended for including LA in the
loop of learning design.

1) Add a diagnostic test and a learner profile survey
The diagnostic test at the beginning of a course can evaluate students’ prior

knowledge or entrance skills. A survey at the beginning of a course can collect
students’ academic profiles, such as academic background, learning interest,
learning goals, learning approach, and social style.

2) Embed formative assessment throughout the course
Formative assessment refers to the assessment that can generate formative

feedback on performance to accelerate learning (Sadler 1998). It is a systematic
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process to continuously gather evidence about learning (Heritage et al. 2009).
Embedding formative assessment in a course can allow students to reflect upon

their learning, increase self-awareness, and identify their learning gap. Therefore,
formative assessment should be an integral and vital part of learning systems to
enhance learning (Hill and Barber 2014).

In STEM courses, as students predominately interact with learning content,
automatic feedback from the learning system becomes essential. This study sug-
gests auto-graded questions (e.g., multi-choice questions, fill-in-blank) should be
used in the formative assessment. Auto-graded questions not only can provide
timely feedback, but also can reduce human instructors’ marking workload. Also,
unlimited attempts and time should be enabled for the assessment.

Questions in the formative assessment should be used to test not only facts
remembering and concepts understanding, but also STEM-related high-level skills
mastering (e.g., sense-making, reasoning, problem-solving). Research has
established that well-designed multiple-choice questions can assess such high-
level cognitive functions (Brady 2005; Leung et al. 2008; Draper 2009).

3) Record assessment data for LA to use

In formal higher education, virtual learning environments (VLE) are widely used for
course delivery. While LA needs to retrieve data from the server-side of the VLE (e.g.,
logs or databases), students’ interaction with VLE through the learning activities
happens at the client-side. Thus, data generated from the client-side should be sent to
the server-side for recording.

In order to encourage students to log into the learning system and conduct the
formative assessment, some incentive strategies can be adopted. For example, a small
portion of the course grade (for participation) can be allocated to the assessment; or, a
certain engaging mechanism can be used, such as gamified learning.

4) Embed an adaptive mechanism in the assessment
As discussed in the previous section, adaptive assessment tailors to individual

students’ ability levels by asking questions in their zone of proximal development
(ZPD) (Rezaie and Golshan 2015). An adaptive mechanism is encouraged to be
used in the assessment to promote learning and identify learning gaps more
effectively.

Case Study

To verify that the proposed course learning design strategies are practical and effective
for LA implementation, we are conducting a case study with a computer science course
— Computer Science 272 (COMP272): Data Structures and Algorithms — offered at
Athabasca University of Canada. We selected this course because one of the authors of
this paper is the course professor.

COMP272 is a challenging course in the program, with a relatively high academic
failure rate (79% pass rate compared to 89% the average program pass rate, in 2018).
COMP272 consists of 13 learning units. It uses one open textbook as the primary
reading resource, and a set of algorithm visualization (AV) exercises as the
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supplementary learning resource. Three assignments and one final examination are
designed for summative assessment. Additionally, a Moodle discussion forum is created
in each unit.

Like many online courses, the main design problem of the course is that little
information can be tracked regarding how each student is learning through the course.
Students rarely contact the course professor or the tutors, and only a small portion of
students use the discussion forums. The AV exercises leave no learning records, and
some students submit the assignments and take the examination at the very end of the
course. Therefore, it is hard for the course professor or the tutors to track and monitor
students’ learning status, provide formative feedback, and offer proactive support to
students who need extra help.

To solve the problem faced by COMP272, we have been investigating a variety
of factors that need to be considered when revising the course by the professor. A
design-based research (DBR) approach is used for this case study to explore
whether the LDA model, the learning design strategies and the LA applications
can help to increase the pass rates. Based on McKenney and Reeves’ (2018) DBR
model, this case study has been going through three stages: analysis & explora-
tion, design & construction, and evaluation & reflection. So far, the learning
barriers identified in SPOL are confirmed by this course case, the course design
strategies have been adopted for revision, and the LA applications proposed by
this study have been put on the implementation list. Hence, the first analysis &
exploration stage has been completed.

Course Redesigning

At the current design stage, a series of learning activities have been planned by following
the recommended course design strategies. These activities include a) a diagnostic test at
the beginning of the course to check students’ prior-knowledge, b) a survey placed at the
beginning to obtain students’ academic profiles, and c) formative assessment across the
course (in each unit) to improve and estimate students’ knowledge state.

The primary task at this design stage is to create a formative assessment for each unit.
According to the design strategies for including LA in the loop, auto-graded self-quizzes
are used to test facts, concepts, and high-level cognitive skills. The questions are in a
multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank format. Students can attempt the quizzes as many
times as they want and as long as they need. To encourage students to log in to the
learning system and take the quizzes, the following incentive strategies are employed: a)
a small portion of the course grade is awarded for participating in the self-quizzes; b) a
learning analytics dashboard (LAD) is being developed for the course; and c) a gamified
learning tool, QuizMASter, is being developed for students. QuizMASter is a quiz game
being developed by a team led by the course professor for students to self-check their
knowledge proficiency and motivate themselves by competing with peers.

The following steps outline the question creation process.

1) Knowledge graph

To create the questions, the course professor has created a knowledge graph for each
unit. Figure 3 is a sample of the knowledge graph of the unit Graph Algorithms. With
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the knowledge graph, a group of questions can be created for each knowledge
component and each learning outcome. These learning outcomes are designed by
referring to Bloom’s taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001).

2) Questions

So far, about 200 questions have been created to test facts and concepts. Some tags and
indexes, such as the associated learning outcome, the difficulty level and the comple-
tion time, are attached to each question. The professor is also creating another 100 auto-
marked exercises for high-level cognitive skills, borrowing the idea of JavaScript-based
Algorithms Visualization (JSAV) (Karavirta and Shaffer 2013). Studies show that
Algorithm Visualizations (AVs) are very effective in helping students master the
algorithm concepts and skills (Shaffer et al. 2010). JSAV (http://jsav.io/) was
developed for such AV activities by Karavirta and Shaffer (2013).

3) Feedback

For the learning gap detected through the formative assessment, further learning
resources will be recommended to students. For example, for each question answered
incorrectly by a student, the immediate feedback can indicate the learning materials that
the student needs to work on. The Algorithm Visualization and Animations (AVA,
https://algovis.athabascau.ca) is one such resource repository, developed by a group led
by the course professor. Figure 4 is a sample of AVA animation.

4) Adaptive mechanism

An adaptive mechanism will be embedded in the formative assessment to accurately
and efficiently estimate students’ knowledge and skill proficiency. As pointed out in
the design strategies section, for the diagnostic test at the beginning of the course to
estimate students’ background knowledge, an IRT approach can be considered. In
contrast, for formative assessment created in each unit to promote learning gain and

Fig. 3 Knowledge graph of the unit graph algorithm
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identify students’ learning gaps, MAB algorithms are considered as the adaptive
engine, such as Thompson Sampling based MAB algorithm (Lin 2020).

System Construction Plan

As of now, the design strategies are well adopted in this real course revision case. For
the next stage of system construction, the following tasks are planned: a) implementing
the adaptive mechanism in the formative assessment, b) developing an LA predictive
application for identifying struggling students, c) building an LA dashboard for
promoting learning awareness, and d) run the new version of the course to collect
and analyze the data.

System Evaluation Plan

For the evaluation stage, we made a plan of evaluating the effectiveness of the system –
the adaptive mechanism in formative assessment and the LA applications – in address-
ing the learning barriers in SPOL. Multiple data sources will be collected from both the
current course version and the new revised course version:

a) Log data in the learning system: For example, the grade, attempts of the assess-
ment, time spent on the formative assessment, access of resources, and forum posts
can tell if students’ performance, engagement and social connections are increased.

b) Surveywith students: Questions can be created to ask students if their self-awareness and
self-regulation of learning, help-seeking behaviour and social connections are improved.
This will help to evaluate the knowledge estimating the accuracy of the adaptive
formative assessment and the LA predictive accuracy on the struggling students.

Fig.4 A sample AVA Animation
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After collecting the data, we will compare them between the current version and the
new revised course version and find out if there is any significant difference because of
the system we implemented. During the reflection stage, some improvement room of
the system could be further identified from the design and implementation aspects.

Conclusions and Future Work

Removing the barriers in self-paced online learning calls for practical solutions. Given
the enormous potential of LA, we presented an LDA model that aims to mitigate such
learning barriers in STEM disciplines. We explained why and how LA should be
integrated closely into the course learning design loop to ensure data collection and
pedagogy connection for more meaningful LA implementation.

With the LDA model, we recommended a set of course design strategies for online
educators who wish to use learning analytics in SPOL. One important strategy is to
embed formative assessment throughout a course, such as unit self-quizzes for STEM
disciplines. Inspired by Jim Greer’s work on student modelling, we recommended
using BKT as the student knowledge modelling approach and MAB as the adaptive
mechanism for formative assessment. A case study using a work-in-progress course
revision project has validated the practicality of the course design strategies. To further
verify the effectiveness of the LDA model and the LA applications proposed in this
study, plenty of work on system construction needs to be done in the next stage. Such
work includes two key tasks from the research perspective in the context of SPOL: a)
implementing the adaptive mechanism for formative assessment, and b) designing the
predictive LA model for identifying struggling students. After the system construction
for the new course version, the system evaluation and reflection will be conducted
based on the data collected from the old and the new version of the course.

One limitation of the LDA model and the corresponding course design strategies is
that they are mainly suitable for STEM disciplines. For example, the questions in the
formative assessment need to be auto-graded for evaluating different cognitive skills, so
that the computerized adaptive testing mechanism can be utilized. In other disciplines
that need manual marking (such as for open-ended questions, text-based posts, or
learning reflection), some new course design strategies or technologies (e.g., natural
language processing) need to be explored. In addition, to better evaluate the effective-
ness of the LDAmodel and the LA applications for removing learning barriers in SPOL,
more online courses from STEM disciplines are expected to be used for case studies.
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